Respiratory patterns associated with swallowing: Part 1. The normal adult pattern and changes with age.
Simple, non-invasive equipment was designed to record respiratory patterns associated with swallowing food or drink in young and elderly healthy adults, to compare with neurologically impaired patients who complained of dysphagia. The timing of the entry of the test drink from a spoon into the mouth, the swallow event and respiration were recorded electronically and were presented in chart form. The equipment proved to be easy to use and the results were consistent. All 33 subjects showed a well-defined respiratory pattern, with individual minor variations, but different from the pattern of their resting respiration. The direction of respiration during spoon contact was consistent for each individual and the pharyngeal stage of swallowing was almost always followed by a large expiration. Thus the resting respiration is not simply arrested during swallowing, but is substituted by a different, well-controlled pattern.